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QuickBooks 2013: The Missing Manual: The Official Intuit Guide to QuickBooks 2013Pogue Press, 2012

	
		Thousands of small companies and nonprofit organizations turn to QuickBooks to keep their finances on track. And over the years, Intuit has introduced various editions of the program to satisfy the needs of different types of companies. Back when milk was simply milk, you either used QuickBooks or you didn’t. But now, when you...
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Beginning Windows 8 Data Development: Using C# and JavaScript (Expert's Voice in Windows)Apress, 2013

	This book introduces novice developers to a range of data access strategies for storing and retreiving data both locally and remotely. It provides you with a range of fully working data access solutions and the insight you need to know when, and how, to apply each of the techniques to best advantage.


	Focussing specifically on how...
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MCSE Training Kit-Microsoft Windows XP ProfessionalMicrosoft Press, 2001
Official Microsoft study guide for the skills you need on the job—and on the exam.

Learn how to set up and support the Windows® XP Professional operating system—and prepare for the Microsoft® Certified Professional (MCP) exam—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace...
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Programming the Microsoft Windows Driver Model, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2002
Writing a WDM driver is much like writing a kernel-mode driver  for Windows NT 4.0. It's a bit easier because you  don't have to detect and configure your own hardware. Ironically, it's  simultaneously harder because correctly handling Plug and Play and power  management is fiendishly difficult. If...
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Reason 3 for Windows and Macintosh : Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
Combining pristine sound quality with a comfortably retro-styled virtual rack (including a polyphonic synthesizer, mixing console, sampler, and drum machine), Reason has won legions of fans since its introduction. Now, everyone is singing its praises -- from bands like Nine Inch Nails and Prodigy to video producers. Here to show you why is the...
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MCSA/MCSE: Windows Server 2003 Network Security Administration Study Guide (70-299)Sybex, 2004
Here's the book you need to prepare for the Implementing and     Administering Security in a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Network exam     (70-299). This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of     today's certification candidates. In addition to the consistent and...
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Windows XP For Dummies, 2nd EditionFor Dummies, 2004
Covers the latest Windows XP updates including Service Pack 2
Fully revised to quickly answer your XP questions    

You asked for more coverage of Outlook Express, scanning and faxing, CD burning, and more in Windows XP For Dummies — and we delivered! This updated edition is packed with answers to your Windows XP questions, from...
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ActionScript 3.0 CookbookO'Reilly, 2006

	Well before Ajax and Microsoft's Windows Presentation Foundation hit the scene, Macromedia offered the first method for building web pages with the responsiveness and functionality of desktop programs with its Flash-based "Rich Internet Applications". Now, new owner Adobe is taking Flash and its powerful...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office Word 2003Que, 2003
Get up to speed on Word 2003's capabilities with concise, step-by-step tips from a Word expert!

Finally, readers without any Word experience have a book that was created just for them! This book is written for the reader who may be using Word for the very first time. Everything a reader needs to learn how...
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Windows Server 2003 Security CookbookO'Reilly, 2005
In the last few years, security has become a hot-button issue for IT organizations of all sizes.  Accordingly, many of the security features that were either optional or suspect in Windows 2000 have become solid, effective fixtures in Windows Server 2003-making it the most secure operating system Microsoft has ever produced.  That is, if you know...
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How to Program Visual Basic 5.0: Control Creation EditionZiff Davis, 1997
A world in which every piece of software has the ability to interact with every other piece of software ain't gonna happen anytime soon. But you can always dream. I personally hope to someday put a software chip in a small house pet-a cat, perhaps-and control it through the use of Visual Basic properties and methods.

But perhaps I'm...
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Designing Cisco NetworksCisco Press, 1999
Cisco authorized self-study book for CCDA foundation learning

* Prepare for CCDA certification while mastering the network design process
* Learn to characterize existing networks and determine new customer requirements
* Develop appropriate network topologies for various environments
* Design device naming schemes and IP...
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